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ABSTRACT

Data poisoning aims to compromise a machine learning based

software component by contaminating its training set to change

its prediction results for test inputs. Existing methods for decid-

ing data-poisoning robustness have either poor accuracy or long

running time and, more importantly, they can only certify some

of the truly-robust cases, but remain inconclusive when certi�ca-

tion fails. In other words, they cannot falsify the truly-non-robust

cases. To overcome this limitation, we propose a systematic testing

based method, which can falsify as well as certify data-poisoning

robustness for a widely used supervised-learning technique named

:-nearest neighbors (KNN). Our method is faster and more accu-

rate than the baseline enumeration method, due to a novel over-

approximate analysis in the abstract domain, to quickly narrow

down the search space, and systematic testing in the concrete do-

main, to �nd the actual violations. We have evaluated our method

on a set of supervised-learning datasets. Our results show that the

method signi�cantly outperforms state-of-the-art techniques, and

can decide data-poisoning robustness of KNN prediction results for

most of the test inputs.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Software and its engineering → Formal software veri�-

cation; • Security and privacy → Logic and veri�cation; •

Computing methodologies→ Supervised learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Testing and veri�cation have always been an integral part of soft-

ware engineering and, for critical components, rigorous formal

analysis techniques are frequently used, either in addition to or

together with testing, to ensure that important properties are satis-

�ed. With the increasing utilization of machine learning techniques
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in practical software systems, testing and veri�cation of software

components that use machine learning have become important

research problems. Since conventional techniques for testing and

veri�cation focus primarily on the software code itself, as opposed

to models learned from the data (which are often more important

in machine learning based components), there is an urgent need

for developing new testing and veri�cation techniques for these

emerging software components.

In this paper, we focus on the testing and veri�cation of a secu-

rity property called data-poisoning robustness. Data poisoning is a

type of emerging security risk where the attacker compromises a

machine learning based software component by contaminating its

training data. Speci�cally, the attacker aims to change the result of a

prediction model by injecting a small amount of malicious data into

the training set used to learn this model. Such attacks are possible,

for example, when training data elements are collected from online

repositories or gathered via crowd-sourcing. Prior studies have

shown the e�ectiveness of these attacks, e.g., in malware detection

systems [55] and facial recognition systems [10].

Faced with such a risk, users may be interested in knowing if

the result generated by a potentially-poisoned prediction model is

still robust, i.e., the prediction result remains the same regardless of

whether or how the training set may have been poisoned by up-to-=

data elements [14]. This is motivated, for example, by the following

use case scenario: the model trainer collects data elements from

potentially malicious sources but is con�dent that the number of

potentially-poisoned elements is bounded by =; and despite the

risk, the model trainer wants to use the learned model to make a

prediction for a new test input. If we can certify the robustness, the

prediction result can still be used; this is called robustness certi�-

cation. If, on the other hand, we can �nd a possible scenario that

violates the robustness property, the prediction result is discarded;

this is called robustness falsi�cation. Therefore, the robustness fal-

si�cation and certi�cation problems are analogous to the software

testing and veri�cation problems: falsi�cation aims to detect vio-

lations of a property, while certi�cation aims to prove that such

violations do not exist.

Conceptually, the problem of deciding data-poisoning robustness

can be solved as follows. First, we assume that the training set )

consists of both clean and poisoned data elements, but which of the

up-to-= data elements are poisoned remains unknown. Based on the

training set ) , we use a machine learning algorithm ! to obtain a

model" = !() ) and then use the model to predict the output class

label ~ = " (G) for a test input G . Next, we check if the prediction

result could have been di�erent by removing the poisoned elements

from ) . Assuming that exactly 1 ≤ 8 ≤ = of the |) | data elements

are poisoned, where = is the poisoning threshold, the clean subset

) ′ ⊂ ) will have the remaining ( |) | − 8) elements. Using ) ′ to

learn the model "′ = !() ′), we could have predicted the result

~′ = "′ (G). Finally, by comparing all of the possible ~′ with ~, we

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Interna-

tional License.
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decide if prediction for the (unlabeled) test input G is robust: the

prediction result is considered robust if and only if, for all 1 ≤ 8 ≤ =,

~′ is the same as the default prediction result ~.

While the solution presented above (called the baseline approach)

is a useful mental model, as an algorithm it is not e�cient enough

for practical use. This is because for a given training set) , the num-

ber of possible clean subsets () ′ ⊂ ) ) can be as large as Σ=8=1
( |) |
8

)

.

To see why this is the case, assume that the actual poisoning num-

ber 8 may be any of 1, 2, . . . , =. For each speci�c 8 value, there are
( |) |
8

)

ways of choosing 8 elements from the |) | elements. By adding

up the numbers for all possible 8 values, we have Σ
=
8=1

( |) |
8

)

. Due

to this combinatorial explosion, it is practically impossible to enu-

merate all the clean subsets and then check if they all generate the

same result as ~ = " (G). To avoid the combinatorial explosion, we

propose a more e�cient method for deciding =-poisoning robust-

ness. Instead of enumerating the clean subsets () ′ ⊂ ) ), we use

an over-approximate analysis to either verify robustness quickly

or narrow down the search space, and in the latter case, rely on

systematic testing in the narrowed search space to �nd a subset ) ′

that can violate robustness.

Our method that combines quick certi�cation with systematic

testing is designed for a supervised learning technique called the

:-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm. Compared to many other

supervised learning techniques, including decision trees and deep

neural networks, KNN does not have the high computational cost

associated with model training. Thus, it has been widely used in

software systems to implement classi�cation tasks, including com-

mercial video recommendation systems, document categorization

systems, and anomaly detection systems [1, 2, 21, 54]. KNN is vul-

nerable to data-poisoning because, in many of these systems, the

training data are collected from online repositories or via crowd-

sourcing, and thus may be manipulated.

However, deciding the =-poisoning robustness of KNN is a chal-

lenging task. This is because the KNN algorithm has two phases:

the learning phase and the prediction phase. During the learning

phase ( -parameter tuning phase), the entire training set ) is used

to compute the optimal value of parameter  such that, if the most

frequent label among the  -nearest neighbors of an input is used

to generate the prediction label, the average prediction error will

be minimized. Here, the prediction error is computed over data

elements in ) using a technique called ?-fold cross validation (see

Section 2.2) and the distance used to de�ne nearest neighbors may

be the Euclidean distance in the input vector space. As a result,

the learning phase itself can be time-consuming, e.g., computing

the optimal  for the MNIST dataset with |) | =60,000 elements

may take 30 minutes, while computing the prediction result for a

test input may take less than a minute. The large size of ) and the

complex nature of the mathematical computations make it di�cult

for conventional software testing and veri�cation techniques to

accurately decide the robustness of the KNN system.

To overcome these challenges, we propose three novel tech-

niques. First, we propose an over-approximate analysis to certify

=-poisoning robustness in a sound but incomplete manner. That is,

if the analysis says that the default result ~ = " (G) is =-poisoning

robust, the result is guaranteed to be robust. However, this quick cer-

ti�cation step may return unknown and thus is incomplete. Second,

we propose a search space reduction technique, which analyzes

both the learning and the prediction phases of the KNN algorithm

in an abstract domain, to extract common properties that all poten-

tial robustness violations must satisfy, and then uses these common

properties to narrow down the search space in the concrete domain.

Third, we propose a systematic testing technique for the narrowed

search space, to �nd a clean subset ) ′ ⊂ ) that violates the robust-

ness property. During systematic testing, incremental computation

techniques are used to reduce the computational cost.

We have implemented our method as a software tool that takes

as input the potentially-poisoned training set ) , the poisoning

threshold =, and a test input G . The output may be Certi�ed, Falsi�ed

or Unknown. Whenever the output is Falsi�ed, a subset ) ′ ⊂ ) is

also returned as evidence of the robustness violation. We evaluated

the tool on a set of benchmarks collected from the literature. For

comparison, we also applied three alternative approaches. The �rst

one is the baseline approach that explicitly enumerates all subsets

) ′ ⊂ ) . The other two are existing methods by Jia et al. [24] and

Li et al. [31] which only partially solve the robustness problem: Jia

et al. [24] do not analyze the KNN learning phase at all, and thus

require the optimal parameter  to be given manually; and both Jia

et al. [24] and Li et al. [31] focus only on certi�cation in that they

may return Certi�ed or Unknown, but not Falsi�ed.

The benchmarks used in our experimental evaluation are six

popular machine learning datasets. Two of them are small enough

that the ground truth (robust or non-robust) may be obtained by the

baseline enumerative approach, and thus are useful in evaluating

the accuracy of our tool. The others are larger datasets, e.g., with

up to 60,000 training elements and 10,000 test elements, which are

useful in evaluating the e�ciency of our method. The experimental

results show that our method can fully decide (either certify or

falsify) robustness for the vast majority of test inputs.

Furthermore, among the four competing methods, our method

has the best overall performance. Speci�cally, our method is as

accurate as the ground truth (obtained by applying the baseline

enumerative approach to small benchmarks) while being signi�-

cantly faster than the baseline approach. Compared with the other

two existing methods [24, 31], our method is signi�cantly more

accurate. For example, on the CIFAR10 dataset with the poisoning

threshold = =150, our method successfully resolved 100% of the

test cases, while Li et al. [31] resolved only 36.0%, and Jia et al. [24]

resolved only 10.0%.

To summarize, this paper makes the following contributions:

• We propose the �rst method capable to certifying as well as

falsifying =-poisoning robustness of the entire state-of-the-

art KNN system, including both the learning phase and the

prediction phase.

• We propose techniques to keep our method accurate as well

as e�cient, by using over-approximate analysis in the ab-

stract domain to narrow down the search space before using

systematic testing to identify violations in the concrete do-

main.

• We implement our method as a software tool and evalu-

ate the tool on six popular supervised-learning datasets to

demonstrate the advantages of our method over two state-

of-the-art techniques.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we

introduce the technical background in Section 2. Then, we present

an overview of our method in Section 3, followed by our quick

certi�cation subroutine in Section 4, our falsi�cation subroutine in

Section 5, and our incremental computation subroutine in Section 6.

Next, we present the experimental results in Section 7. We review

the related work in Section 8. Finally, we give our conclusions in

Section 9.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we use two examples to motivate our work and then

highlight the challenges in deciding =-poisoning robustness.

2.1 Two Motivating Examples

First, let us assume that the potentially-poisoned training set) may

be partitioned into ) ′ and () \) ′), where ) ′ consists of the clean

data elements and () \) ′) consists of the poisoned data elements.

The KNN’s parameter  indicates how many neighbors to consider

when predicting the class label for a test input G . For example, = 3

means that the predicted label of G is the most frequent label among

the 3-nearest neighbors of G in the training set.

One of the two ways in which poisoned data may a�ect the clas-

si�cation result is called direct in�uence. In this case, the poisoned

elements directly change the  -nearest neighbors of G and thus the

most frequent label, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1(a) shows only the clean subset ) ′, where the triangles

and stars represent the training data elements, and the square rep-

resents the test input G . Furthermore, triangle and star represent

the two distinct output class labels. The goal is to predict the out-

put class label of the test input G . In this �gure, the dashed circle

contains the 3-nearest neighbors of G . Since the most frequent label

is star, G is classi�ed as star.

Figure 1(b) shows the entire training set ) , including all of the

elements in ) ′ as well as a poisoned data element. In this �gure,

the dashed circle contains the 3-nearest neighbors of G . Due to the

poisoned data element, the most frequent label becomes triangle

and, as a result, G is mistakenly classi�ed as triangle.

The other way in which poisoned data may a�ect the classi�-

cation result is called indirect in�uence. In this case, the poisoned

elements may not be close neighbors of G , but their presence in )

changes the parameter  (Section 2.2 explains how to compute K),

and thus the prediction label.

Figure 2 shows such an example where the poisoned element

is not one of the 3-nearest neighbors of G . However, its presence

changes the parameter  from 3 to 5 in Figure 2(b). As a result, the

predicted label for G is changed from star in Figure 2(a) to triangle

in Figure 2(b).

The existence of indirect in�uence prevents us from verifying

robustness by only considering the cases where poisoned elements

are near G (which is the unsound approach of Jia et al. [24]); instead,

we must consider each ) ′ ∈ Δ= () ).

2.2 The :-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)

Let ! be a learning algorithm, " = !() ), which takes a set ) =

{(G,~)} of labeled elements as input and returns a model " as

output. Inside) , each G ∈ X ⊆ R� is a vector in the �-dimensional

?

(a) clean subset) ′ ( =3)

Poisoning data

?

(b) poisoned set) ( =3)

Figure 1: Example of direct influence by poisoning data.

?

(a) clean subset) ′ ( =3)

xs

Poisoning data

?

(b) poisoned set) ( =5)

Figure 2: Example of indirect influence by poisoning data.

input feature space X, and each ~ ∈ Y ⊆ N is a class label in the

output label space Y. The model is a function " : X → Y that

maps a test input G ∈ X to a class label ~ ∈ Y.

The KNN algorithm consists of two phases. In the learning phase,

the labeled data in ) are used to compute the optimal value of the

parameter  . In the predication phase, an unlabeled input G ∈ X is

classi�ed as the most frequent label among the  nearest neighbors

of G in ) . The distance used to decide G ’s neighbors in ) may be

measured using several metrics. In this work, we use the most

widely adopted Euclidean distance in the input feature space X.

To compute the optimal value, state-of-the-art KNN implemen-

tations iterate through all possible candidate values in a reasonable

range, e.g., 1 ∼ 5000, and use a technique called ?-fold cross valida-

tion to identify the optimal value. The optimal  value is the one

that has the smallest average prediction error. During ?-fold cross

validation, ) is randomly divided into ? groups of approximately

equal size. Then, for each candidate  value, the prediction error

of each group is computed, by treating this group as a test set and

the union of all the other ? − 1 groups as the training set. Finally,

the prediction errors of the individual groups are used to compute

the average prediction error among all ? groups.

2.3 The =-Poisoning Robustness

We follow the de�nition given by Drews et al. [14], which was

introduced initially for models such as decision tree [37] and linear

regression [38] but was also applied to KNN [31]. It has a signi�cant

advantage: the de�nition can be applied to unlabeled data, since

robustness does not depend on the actual label of the test input G .
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Algorithm 1: Procedure Falsify_Baseline(), =, G).

1  ← KNN_learn() )

2 ~ ← KNN_predict(), , G )

3 Δ= () ) ← {)
′ | ) ′ ⊂ ) and |) \) ′ | ≤ =}

4 while Δ= () ) ≠ ∅ ∧ consumed_time < time_limit do
5 Remove a clean subset) ′ from Δ= () )

6  ′ ← KNN_learn() ′ )

7 ~′ ← KNN_predict() ′,  ′, G )

8 if ~ ≠ ~′ then
9 return Falsi�ed with () \) ′) as evidence

10 end if

11 end while

12 if Δ= () ) = ∅ then
13 return Certi�ed

14 else
15 return Unknown

16 end if

This is important because the actual label of the test input (i.e., the

ground truth) is often unknown in practice.

Given a potentially-poisoned training set ) and a poisoning

threshold = indicating the maximal poisoning count, the set of

possible clean subsets of ) is represented by Δ= () ) = {)
′ | ) ′ ⊂

) and |) \) ′ | ≤ =}. That is, Δ= () ) captures all possible situations

where the poisoned elements are eliminated from ) .

We say the prediction ~ = " (G) for a test input G is robust if

and only, for all ) ′ ∈ Δ= () ) such that"′ = !() ′) and ~′ = "′ (G),

we have ~′ = ~. In other words, the default result ~ = " (G) is the

same as all of the possible results, ~′ = "′ (G), no matter which are

the (8 ≤ =) poisoned data elements in the training set ) .

2.4 The Baseline Method

We �rst present the baseline method in Algorithm 1, and then

compare it with our proposed method in Algorithm 2 (Section 3).

The baseline method explicitly enumerates the possible clean

subsets) ′ ∈ Δ= () ) to check if the prediction result ~′ produced by

) ′ is the same as the prediction result~ produced by) for the given

input G . As shown in Algorithm 1, the input consists of the training

set ) , the poisoning threshold =, and the test input G . The sub-

routines KNN_learn and KNN_predict implement the standard

learning and prediction phases of the KNN algorithm. Without the

time limit, the baseline method would be both sound and complete;

in other words, it would return either Certi�ed (Line 13) or Falsi�ed

(Line 9). With the time limit, however, the baseline method will

return Unknown (Line 15) after it times out.

The baseline procedure is ine�cient for three reasons. First, it is

a slow certi�cation (Line 13) to check whether the prediction result

for G remains the same for all possible clean subsets ) ′ ∈ Δ= () ).

In many cases, the elements around G are almost all from one class,

and thus G ’s predicted label cannot be changed by either direct or

indirect in�uence. However, the baseline procedure cannot quickly

identify and exploit this to avoid enumeration. Second, even if a

violating subset ) ′ exists, the vast majority of subsets in Δ= () )

are often non-violating. However, the baseline procedure cannot

quickly identify the violating ) ′ from Δ= () ). Third, within the

while-loop, di�erent subsets share common computations inside

KNN_learn, but these common computations are not leveraged

by the baseline procedure to reduce the computational cost.

Algorithm 2: Our new procedure Falsify_New(), =, G).

1 if QuickCertify(),=, G ) then
2 return Certi�ed

3 end if

4 ⟨ , �AA>A ⟩ ← KNN_learn_init() )

5 ~ ← KNN_predict(), , G )

6 ∇G= () ) ← GenPromisingSubsets(),=, G, ~)

7 while ∇G= () ) ≠ ∅ ∧ consumed_time < time_limit do
8 Remove a subset) ′ from ∇G= () )

9  ′ ← KNN_learn_update() \) ′, �AA>A )

10 ~′ ← KNN_predict() ′,  ′, G )

11 if ~ ≠ ~′ then
12 return Falsi�ed with () \) ′) as evidence

13 end if

14 end while

15 if ∇G= () ) = ∅ then
16 return Certi�ed

17 else
18 return Unknown

19 end if

3 OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

There are three main di�erences between our method in Algo-

rithm 2 and the baseline method in Algorithm 1. They are marked

in dark blue. They are the novel components designed speci�cally

to overcome limitations of the baseline method.

First, we add the subroutine �ickCertify to quickly check

whether it is possible to change the prediction result for the test in-

put G . This is a sound but incomplete check in that, if the subroutine

succeeds, we guarantee that the result is robust. If it fails, however,

the result remains unknown and we still need to execute the rest

of the procedure. The detailed implementation of �ickCertify is

presented in Section 4.

Second, before searching for a clean subset that violates robust-

ness, we compute ∇G= () ) ⊆ Δ= () ), to capture the likely violating

subsets. In other words, the obviously non-violating ones in Δ= () )

are safely skipped. Note that, while Δ= () ) depends only on ) and

=, ∇G= () ) depends also on the test input G . For this reason, ∇G= () )

is expected to be signi�cantly smaller than Δ= () ), thus reducing

the search space. The detailed implementation of GenPromising-

Subsets is presented in Section 5.

Third, instead of applying the standard KNN_learn subroutine

to each subset ) ′ to perform the expensive ?-fold cross validation,

we split it to KNN_learn_init and KNN_learn_update, where

the �rst subroutine is applied only once to the original training set

) , and the second subroutine is applied to each subset ) ′ ∈ ∇G= () ).

Within KNN_learn_update, instead of performing ?-fold cross

validation for ) ′ from scratch, we leverage the results returned by

KNN_learn_init to incrementally compute the results for  ′. The

detailed implementation of these two new subroutines is presented

in Section 6.

To summarize, our method �rst uses over-approximation to cer-

tify robustness. If it succeeds, the classi�cation result is guaranteed

to be robust; otherwise, the classi�cation result remains unknown.

Only for the unknown case, our method uses under-approximation

to falsify robustness. If it succeeds, the classi�cation result is guar-

anteed to be not robust. Otherwise, the classi�cation result remains

1210
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Table 1: Notations used in our new algorithm.

Training Set) Let) = { (G1, ~1 ), (G2, ~2 ), ..., (G<, ~< ) } be a set of labeled data

elements, where input G8 ∈ X ⊆ R
� is a feature vector in the

feature space X, and ~ ∈ Y ⊆ N is a class label in the label space
Y.

Set of  -nearest
Neighbors) G

Let ) G be the set of  nearest neighbors of test input G in the
training set) .

Label Counter
E(·)

Let E(� ) = { (;8 : #;8 ) } be the set of label counts for a dataset
� , where ;8 ∈ Y is a label and #;8 ∈ N is the number of elements
in � with label ;8 .

Most Frequent
Label �A4@ ( ·)

Let �A4@ (E (� ) ) be the most frequent label in the label counter
E(� ) for the dataset � .

unknown. Therefore, our method does not “mix” over- and under-

approximations in the sense that they are never used simultane-

ously; instead, over- and under-approximations are used sequen-

tially in two separate steps of our algorithm. The formal guarantee

is that: If our method says that a case is robust, it is indeed robust

(see Theorem 4.1); if our method says that a case is not robust, it

is indeed not robust (since a poisoning set is found); and if our

method says unknown, it may be either robust or not robust.

4 QUICKLY CERTIFYING ROBUSTNESS

In this section, we present the subroutine QuickCertify, which is

a sound but incomplete procedure for certifying robustness of the

KNN for a given input G . Therefore, if it returns True, the prediction

result for G is guaranteed to be robust. If it returns False, however,

we still need further investigation.

We de�ne the notations used by the KNN algorithm in Ta-

ble 1, following the ones used by Li et al. [31]. Consider ) 3
G =

{(G1, ;0), (G2, ;0), (G3, ;1 )} as an example, which captures the 3-nearest

neighbors of a test input G . Then the corresponding label counter is

E() 3
G ) = {(;0 : 2), (;1 : 1)}, meaning that two elements in ) 3

G have

the label ;0 and one element has the label ;1 . The corresponding

most frequent label is �A4@(E() 3
G )) = ;0 .

For each subset) ′ ∈ Δ= () ), we de�ne a removal set ' = () \) ′)

and a removal strategy S = E(').

• A removal set ' for a set ) is a non-empty subset ' ⊂ ) , to

represent the removal of the elements in ' from ) .

• A removal strategy S is the label counter of a removal set ',

i.e., S = E(').

Thus, all the removal sets form the concrete domain, and all the

removal strategies form an abstract domain. While analysis in the

(large) concrete domain is expensive, analysis in the (smaller) ab-

stract domain is much cheaper. This is analogous to the abstract

interpretation [11] paradigm for static program analysis1.

For the set ) 3
G above, there are 6 removal sets: '1 = {(G1, ;0)},

'2 = {(G2, ;0)}, '3 = {(G3, ;1 )}, '4 = {(G1, ;0), (G2, ;0)}, '5 = {(G1,

;0), (G3, ;1 )}, and '6 = {(G2, ;0), (G3, ;2 )}. They correspond to 4 re-

moval strategies: S1 = {(;0 : 1)}, S2 = {(;2 : 1)}, S3 = {(;0 : 1),

1There are Galois connections [12] (U,W ) between removal sets and removal strategies
(multisets) that are standard in the context of abstract interpretation, where the U
function abstracts removal sets in the concrete domain to removal strategies (multisets)
in the abstract domain, and the W function concretizes the multisets back to sets.

Algorithm 3: Subroutine�ickCertify(), =, G).

1 !014;(4C ← {}

2 for each candidate  value do

3 Let ~ = �A4@ (E () G ) ) and add ~ into !014;(4C ;

4 if ~ ≠ �A4@ (E () +=G ) \ { (~ : =) } ) then
5 return False

6 end if

7 if |!014;(4C | > 1 then
8 return False

9 end if

10 end for

11 return True

(;2 : 1)}, and S4 = {(;0 : 2)}. As the number of elements in ) in-

creases, the size gap between the concrete and abstract domains

increases drastically— this is the reason why our method is e�cient.

4.1 The�ickCertify Subroutine

In this subroutine, we check a series of su�cient conditions under

which the prediction result for test input G is guaranteed to be

robust. These su�cient conditions are designed to avoid the most

expensive step of the KNN algorithm, which is the learning phase

that relies on ?-fold cross validations to compute the optimal  

parameter.

Since the optimal  parameter is chosen from a set of candidate

values, where ?-fold cross validations are used to identify the value

that minimizes prediction error, skipping the learning phase means

we must directly analyze the behavior of the KNN prediction phase

for all candidate  values. That is, assuming any of the candidate  

value may be the optimal one, we prove that the prediction result

remains the same no matter which candidate  value is used as the

 parameter.

Algorithm 3 shows the procedure, which takes the training set

) , poisoning threshold =, and test input G as input, and returns

either True or False as output. Here, True means the result is =-

poisoning robust, and Falsemeans the result is unknown. For each

candidate  value, ~ = �A4@(E() G )) is the most frequent label of

the  -nearest neighbors of G .

Recall that, in Section 2, we have explained the two ways in

which poisoned data in ) may a�ect the prediction result. The �rst

one is called direct in�uence: without changing the  value, the

poisoned data may a�ect the  -nearest neighbors of G and thus

their most frequent label. The second one is called indirect in�uence:

by changing the  value, the poisoned data may a�ect how many

neighbors to consider. Inside the �ickCertify subroutine, we

check for su�cient conditions under which none of the above two

types of in�uence is possible.

The check for direct in�uence is implemented in Line 4. Here,

) +=G consists of the ( +=) nearest neighbors of G , and E() +=G ) is

the label counter. Therefore, E() +=G ) \ {(~ : =)}means removing =

data elements labeled ~. �A4@(E() +=G ) \ {(~ : =)}) represents the

most frequent label after the removal. If it is possible for this removal

strategy to change the most frequent label, then we conservatively

assume that the prediction result may not be robust.

The check for indirect in�uence is implemented in Line 7. Here,

!014;(4C stores all of themost frequent labels for di�erent candidate

 values. If the most frequent labels for any two candidate  values
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?

(a) For  = 1, �A4@ (E () 1
G ) ) = BC0A , and

�A4@ (E () 1+=
G ) \ {BC0A : =}) = BC0A

?

(b) For  = 3, �A4@ (E () 3
G ) ) = BC0A , and

�A4@ (E () 3+=
G ) \ {BC0A : =}) = BC0A

Figure 3: Robust example for �ickCertify, where the poi-

soning number is = = 2, and candidate  values are {1, 3}.

?

(a) For  = 1, �A4@ (E () 1
G ) ) = BC0A , and

�A4@ (E () 1+=
G ) \ {BC0A : =}) = CA80=6;4

?

(b) For  = 3, �A4@ (E () 3
G ) ) = CA80=6;4 , and

�A4@ (E () 3+=
G ) \ {CA80=6;4 : =}) = BC0A

Figure 4: Unknown example for�ickCertify, where the

poisoning number is = = 2 and the only two candidate values

are  =1 and  =3.

di�er, i.e., |!014;(4C | > 1, we conservatively assume the prediction

result may not be robust.

On the other hand, if the prediction result remains the same

during both checks, we can safely assume that the prediction result

is =-poisoning robust.

4.2 Two Examples

We illustrate Algorithm 3 using two examples.

Figure 3 shows an example where robustness can be proved by

�ickCertify. For simplicity, we assume the only two candidate

values for the parameter  are  = 1 and  = 3. When  = 1,

as shown in Figure 3 (a), star is the most frequent label of the G ’s

neighbors, denoted E() 1
G ) = {(BC0A : 1)}, and inside Algorithm 3,

we have !014;(4C = {BC0A }. The extreme case is represented by

E() 1+2
G ) \ {(BC0A : 2)} = {(BC0A : 1)}, which means G is still classi-

�ed as star after applying this aggressive removal strategy.

When  = 3, as shown in Figure 3 (b), star is also the most

frequent label in E() 3
G ) = {BC0A : 3} and thus !014;(4C = {BC0A }.

The extreme case is represented by E() 3+2
G )\{BC0A : 2} = {BC0A : 3},

which means G is still classi�ed as star after applying this removal

strategy. In this example = = 2, thus G is proved to be robust against

2-poisoning attacks.

Figure 4 shows an example where the robustness cannot be

proved by�ickCertify. When = 1, as shown in Figure 4 (a), star

is the most frequent label in E() 1
G ) = {(BC0A : 1)} and !014;(4C =

{BC0A }. The extreme case is E() 1+2
G ) \ {(BC0A : 2)} = {CA80=6;4 : 2},

which means G is classi�ed as triangle. Thus,�ickCertify returns

False in Line 5.

4.3 Correctness and E�ciency

The following theorem states that our method is sound in proving

=-poisoning robustness.

Theorem 4.1. If QuickCertify(), =, G) returns True, the KNN’s

prediction result for G is guaranteed to be =-poisoning robust.

Due to space limit, we omit the full proof. Instead, we explain

the intuition behind Line 4 of the algorithm. First, we note that

the prediction label �A4@(E()
′ 
G )) from any) ′ ⊂ Δ= () ) can corre-

spond to a �A4@(E(�)) where D is obtained by removing 8 (≤ =)

elements from ) +=G . Thus, we only need to pay attention to the

( + =) nearest neighbors of G ; other elements which are further

away from G can be safely ignored (cf. [24, 31]). Next, to maximize

the chance of changing the most frequent label from ~ to another

label, we want to remove as many ~-labeled elements as possible

from G ’s neighbors. Thus, the most aggressive removal case is cap-

tured by E() +=G ) \ {(~ : =)}. If the most frequent label remains

unchanged even in this case, it is guaranteed unchanged.

Next, we explain why �ickCertify is fast. There are three

reasons. First, it completely avoids the computationally expensive

?-fold cross validations. Second, it considers only the  + = nearest

neighbors of G . Third, it focuses on analyzing the label counts,

which are in the (small) abstract domain, as opposed to the removal

sets, which are in the (large) concrete domain.

For these reasons, the execution time of this subroutine is often

negligible (e.g., less than 1 second) even for large datasets. At the

same time, our experimental evaluation shows that it can prove

robustness for a surprisingly large number of test inputs.

To summarize, mapping a potentially large set of concrete sets

to their corresponding label multiset (label counts) is an over-

approximated abstraction, since the prediction result for a test

input G is determined by the label counts of G ’s nearest neighbors.

This over-approximated abstraction allows�ickCertify to e�-

ciently analyze the impact of the maximal allowable change in the

label counts.

5 REDUCING THE SEARCH SPACE

In this section, we present the subroutine GenPromisingSubsets,

which narrows down the search space by removing obviously non-

violating subsets from Δ= () ) and returns the remaining ones, de-

noted by the set ∇G= () ) in Algorithm 2.

5.1 Minimal Violating Removal in Neighbors

We �lter the obviously non-violating subsets by computing some

common property for each candidate  value such that it must be

part of every violating removal set.

We observe that any violating removal set for a speci�c candi-

date  value must ensure that, for test input G , its new  nearest

neighbors after removal have a most frequent label ~′ that is dif-

ferent from the default label ~. Our method computes the minimal

number of removed elements in G ′B neighborhood to achieve this,
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Algorithm 4: GenPromisingSubsets(), =, G,~).

1 for each candidate  value do
2 BC0AC = 0;4=3 = = + 1;

3 while start < end do
4 <83 = (BC0AC + 4=3 )/2;

5 if ~ ≠ �A4@ (E () +<G ) \ { (~ :<) } ) then
6 4=3 =<83 ;

7 else
8 BC0AC =<83 + 1;

9 end if

10 end while

11 <8=_A<E = BC0AC ;

12 if<8=_A<E ≤ = then

13 for each '1 ⊆ )
 +=
G s.t. |'1 | ≥ <8=_A<E do

14 for each '2 ⊆ () \)
 +=
G ) and |'2 | ≤ = − |'1 | do

15 ' = '1 ∪ '2 ;

16 Add () \ ') to ∇G= () ) ;

17 end for

18 end for

19 end if

20 end for

let us call it minimal violating removal, denote<8=_A<E . With this

number, we know the every violating removal set must have at

least<8=_A<E elements from G ’s neighbors ) +=G .

The test input G ’s new nearest neighbors after removal is rep-

resented as ) +8G \ {8 elements from ) +8G }, where 8 = 1, 2, ...=. To

compute the minimal violating removal, rather than checking each

possible value of 8 from 1 to =, we need a more e�cient method,

e.g., binary search with $ (;>6 =). To use binary search, we need to

prove the monotonicity of violating removals, de�ned below.

Theorem 5.1 (Monotonicity). If there is some 8 allowing) +8G \

{8 elements from ) +8G } to have a di�erent most-frequent label ~′,

then any larger value 9 > 8 will also allow )
 +9
G \ { 9 elements from

)
 +9
G } to have a di�erent most-frequent label ~′. Conversely, if 8 does

not allow it, then any smaller value 9 < 8 does not allow it either.

Proof. If there is some 8 allowing) +8G \{8 elements from) +8G }

to have a di�erent most-frequent label ~′, there exists ( ⊂ ) +8G

such that |( | = 8 and �A4@() +8G \ () = ~′. For any 9 > 8 and )
 +9
G ,

we can always construct ( ′ = ( ∪ ()
 +9
G \ ) +8G ), which satis�es

( ′ ⊂ )
 +9
G , |( ′ | = 9 and �A4@()

 +9
G \ ( ′) = ~′. The reverse can be

proved similarly. □

Lines 2-11 in Algorithm 4 show the process of �nding the min-

imal violating removal using binary search. Assume the possible

range is 0 ∼ =+1 (line 2), the binary search divides the range in half

(line 4) and checks the middle value (line 5). To check whether a

removal<83 can result in a di�erent label ~′ ≠ ~, the most possible

operation is to remove <83 elements with ~ label. It <83 works,

according to Theorem 5.1, we know the minimal removal is in the

range BC0AC ∼<83 (line 6); otherwise it is in the range<83+1 ∼ 4=3

(line 8). The binary search stops when BC0AC equals 4=3 , and this

will the minimal violating removal.

Since = is the maximal allowed removal, when<8=_A<E > =, it

is impossible for the most frequent label to change from ~ to ~′.

5.2 An Illustrative Example

Here we give an example of the binary search in Algorithm 4.

Assume in the original training set ) , for the test input G , the

optimal  is  = 1 and the default label is ~ = BC0A .

Example 5.2. Assume = = 5, ) 3
G = {BC0A ∗ 2, CA80=6;4 ∗ 1}, ) 4

G =

{BC0A ∗ 2, CA80=6;4 ∗ 2}, and ) 5
G = {BC0A ∗ 3, CA80=6;4 ∗ 2}. For the

candidate  = 2, we show how to compute the minimal violating

removal in G ′B neighbors.

At �rst, BC0AC = 0 and 4=3 = 6, which means the possible value

range of minimal removal is 0 ∼ 6. Our method �rst checks<83 = 3,

since) 2+3
G \ {(BC0A : 3)} results in the most-frequent label CA80=6;4 ,

our method can cut the possible range by half to 0 ∼ 3. Next, we

check<83 = 1, and reduce the range to 0 ∼ 1. Finally, we check

<83 = 0, which does not work, so the range becomes 1 ∼ 1, and we

return 1 as the minimal violating removal in G ’s neighbors.

Since binary search reduces the range by half at each step, it is

e�cient. For example, when ==180 for MNIST, binary search needs

only 8 checks to compute the result, whereas going through each

value in the range requires 180 checks. In other words, the speedup

is more than 20X.

5.3 The Reduced Search Space

Based on the minimal violating removal,<8=_A<E , we compute the

reduced set ∇G= () ) as shown in Lines 12-20 of Algorithm 4.

Here, each removal set ' is the union of two sets, '1 and '2,

where '1 is a removal set that contains at least<8=_A<E elements

from G ’s neighborhood ) +=G , and '2 ⊆ () \)
 +=
G ) is a subset of

the left-over data elements.

Our experiments show that, in practice, the reduced set ∇G= () )

is often signi�cantly smaller than the original set Δ= () ). A special

case is when<8=_A<E = 0, for which ∇G= () ) is the same as Δ= () ),

meaning the search space is not reduced. However, this special case

is rare and, during our experimental evaluation, it never occurred.

6 INCREMENTAL COMPUTATION

In this section, we present our method for speeding up an expen-

sive step of the KNN algorithm, the ?-fold cross validations inside

KNN_learn. We achieve this speedup by splitting KNN_learn into

two subroutines: KNN_learn_init, which is applied only once to

the original training set ) , and KNN_learn_update, which is ap-

plied to each individual removal set ' = () \) ′), where) ′ ∈ ∇G= () ).

6.1 The Intuition

First, we explain why the standard KNN_learn is computationally

expensive. This is because, for each candidate value of parameter

 , denoted  8 , the standard ?-fold cross validation [35] must be

used to compute the classi�cation error. Algorithm 5 (excluding

Lines 15-16) shows the computation.

First, the training set ) is partitioned into ? groups, denoted

{�1,�2, ...,�? }. Then, the set of misclassi�cation samples in each

group� 9 is computed, denoted 4AA(4C 8
� 9

. Next, the error is averaged

over all groups, which results in 4AA>A 8 . Finally, the  8 value with

the smallest classi�cation error is chosen as the optimal  value.
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Algorithm 5: Subroutine KNN_learn_init() ).

1 Partition the training set) into ? groups {�1,�2, ...,�? }

2 for each candidate  8 value do
3 for each group� 9 do

4 4AA(4C
 8
�9
← {}

5 for each data element (G, ~) ∈ � 9 do
6 if KNN_predict() \� 9 ,  8 , G ) ≠ ~ then

7 Add (G, ~) to 4AA(4C
 8
�9

;

8 end if

9 end for

10 4AA>A
 8
�9

=

�

�

�4AA(4C
 8
�9

�

�

� /
�

�� 9
�

�

11 end for

12 4AA>A 8 = 1
?

∑?

9=1 4AA>A
 8
�9

13 end for

14  ← argmin
 8

4AA>A 8

15 �AA>A ← ⟨{�1,�2, ...,�? }, { (4AA(4C
 8
�1
, . . . , 4AA(4C

 8
�?
) }⟩

16 return ⟨ , �AA>A ⟩

The computation is expensive because 4AA>A 8
� 9

, for each  8 , re-

quires exactly |� 9 | calls to the standard KNN_predict() \� 9 ,  8 , G),

one per data element G ∈ � 9 , while treating the set � = () \� 9 )

as the training set.

Our intuition for speeding up this computation is as follows.

Given the original training set ) , and a subset ) ′ ∈ ∇G= () ), the

corresponding removal set ' = () \) ′) can capture the di�erence

between these two sets, and thus capture the di�erence of their

4AA>A 8 . Since  8 is �xed when computing 4AA>A 8 , we only need

to consider the direct in�uence (i.e., neighbors change) brought by

removal set '. In practice, the removal set is often small, which

means the vast majority of data elements in the ?-fold partition of

) ′, denoted {� ′
1
, . . . ,� ′? }, are the same as data elements in the ?-

fold partition of ) , denoted {�1, . . . ,�? }. Thus, for most elements,

their neighbors are almost the same. Instead of computing the error

sets (4AA(4C 8
� ′9

) from scratch for every single � ′9 , we can use the

error sets (4AA(4C 8
� 9

) for� 9 as the starting point, and only compute

the change brought by removal set ', leveraging the intermediate

computation results stored in �AA>A .

6.2 The Algorithm

Our incremental computation has two steps. As shown in Algo-

rithm 2, we apply KNN_learn_init once to the set ) , and then

apply KNN_learn_update to each removal set ' = () \) ′).

Our new subroutine KNN_learn_init is shown in Algorithm 5.

It di�ers from the standard KNN_learn only in Lines 15-16, where

it stores the intermediate computation results in Error. The �rst

component in Error is the set of ? groups in ) . The second compo-

nent contains, for each  8 , the misclassi�ed elements in � 9 .

Subroutine KNN_learn_update is shown in Algorithm 6, which

computes the new 4AA(4C 
8

� ′9
based on the 4AA(4C 8

� 9
stored in �AA>A .

First, it computes the new groups � ′9 by removing elements in

' from the old groups � 9 . Then, it computes 8=5 ;D(4C , which is

de�ned in the next paragraph. Finally, it modi�es the old 4AA(4C 8
� 9

(in Line 16) based on three cases: it removes the set ' (Case 1) and

Algorithm 6: KNN_learn_update(', �AA>A ).

1 Let {�1, . . . ,�? } and { (4AA(4C
 8
�1
, . . . , 4AA(4C

 8
�?
) } be groups and error

sets stored in �AA>A
2 Compute the new groups {� ′9 | �

′
9 = � 9 \ ' where 9 = 1, . . . , ? }

3 Compute the new training set) ′ =
⋃

9 ∈{1,...,?} �
′
9

4 Compute the in�uenced set, 8=5 ;D(4C , using ' and {� 9 }

5 for each candidate  8 value do
6 for each new group� ′9 do

7 =4F(4C+ = =4F(4C− = {}

8 for each data element (G, ~) ∈ (� ′9∩8=5 ;D(4C ) do

9 if KNN_predict() \� 9 ,  8 , G ) = ~ and

KNN_predict() ′ \� ′9 ,  8 , G ) ≠ ~ then

10 Add (G, ~) to =4F(4C+ ;

11 end if

12 if KNN_predict() \� 9 ,  8 , G ) ≠ ~ and

KNN_predict() ′ \� ′9 ,  8 , G ) = ~ then

13 Add (G, ~) to =4F(4C− ;

14 end if

15 end for

16 4AA(4C
 8
� ′
9

= 4AA(4C
 8
�9
\ ' \ =4F(4C− ∪ =4F(4C+

17 4AA>A
 8
� ′
9

=

�

�

�

�

4AA(4C
 8
� ′
9

�

�

�

�

/

�

�

�� ′9

�

�

�

18 end for

19 4AA>A 8 = 1
?

∑?

9=1 4AA>A
 8
� ′
9

20 end for

21  ← argmin
 8

4AA>A 8

22 return  

the set =4F(4C− (Case 2), and adds the set =4F(4C+ (Case 3). Below

are the detailed explanations of these three cases:

(1) If (G,~) ∈ � 9 \ �
′
9 was misclassi�ed by () \ � 9 ), but this

element is no longer in ) ′, it should be removed.

(2) If (G,~) ∈ � 9 ∩�
′
9 was misclassi�ed by () \� 9 ), but this ele-

ment is correctly classi�ed by ) ′ \� ′9 , it should be removed.

(3) If (G,~) ∈ � 9 ∩�
′
9 was correctly classi�ed by () \� 9 ), but

is misclassi�ed by ) ′ \� ′9 , it should be added.

Case (1) can be regarded as an explicit change brought by the re-

moval set ', whereas Case (2) and Case (3) are implied changes

brought by ': these changes are implied because, while the element

(G,~) is not inside ', it is classi�ed di�erently after the elements in

' are removed from ) .

Since the removal set is small, most data elements in � 9 will

not be part of the explicit or implied changes. To avoid redun-

dantly invoking KNN_predict on these data elements, we �lter

them out using the in�uenced set (Line 8). Here, assume that

 <0G = <0G ({ 8 }) is the maximal candidate value, and during

cross-validation, when � 9 is treated as the test set, � = () \� 9 ) is

the corresponding training set.

8=5 ;D(4C = { (G, ~) ∈ � 9 | (G, ~) ∉ ',

�
 <0G
G ∩ ' ≠ ∅, and

�ickCertify(�,=, G ) = False}

In other words, every element (G,~) inside 8=5 ;D(4C must satisfy

three conditions: (1) the element is not in '; (2) at least one of its

neighbors in� <0GG is in '; and (3) the element may be misclassi�ed

when at most = neighbors are removed. Recall that the subroutine

used in the last condition has been explained in Algorithm 3.
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Table 2: Comparing the accuracy of our method with the baseline (ground truth)and two existing methods (which cannot

falsify) on the smaller datasets, for which the ground truth can be obtained by the baseline enumerative method (Algorithm 1).

Benchmark Baseline Jia et al. [24] Li et al. [31] Our Method

dataset test data certi�ed falsi�ed unknown time certi�ed falsi�ed unknown time certi�ed falsi�ed unknown time certi�ed falsi�ed unknown time

# # # # (s) # # # (s) # # # (s) # # # (s)

Iris (==1) 15 15 0 0 49 0 0 15 1 14 0 1 1 15 0 0 1

Iris (==2) 15 14 1 0 3,086 0 0 15 1 13 0 2 1 14 1 0 5

Iris (==3) 15 0 1 14 6,721 0 0 15 1 11 0 4 1 13 1 1 120

Digits (==1) 180 0 1 179 7,168 170 0 10 1 172 0 8 1 179 1 0 3

7 EXPERIMENTS

We have implemented our method using Python and the popular

machine learning toolkit scikit-learn 0.24.2, together with

the baseline method in Algorithm 1, and the two existing methods

of Jia et al. [24] and Li et al. [31]. For experimental comparison,

we used six popular supervised learning datasets as benchmarks.

There are two relatively small datasets, Iris [17] and Digits [19].

Iris has 135 training and 15 test elements with 3 classes and 4-D

features. Digits has 1,617 training and 180 test elements with 10

classes and 64-D features. Since the baseline approach (Algorithm 1)

can �nish on these small datasets and thus obtain the ground truth

(i.e., whether prediction is truly robust), these small datasets are

useful in evaluating the accuracy of our method.

The other four benchmarks are larger datasets, including HAR

(human activity recognition using smartphones) [3], which has

9,784 training and 515 test elements with 6 classes and 561-D fea-

tures, Letter (letter recognition) [18], which has 18,999 training

and 1,000 test elements with 26 classes and 16-D features, MNIST

(hand-written digit recognition) [29], which has 60,000 training and

10,000 test elements with 10 classes and 36-D features, and CIFAR10

(colored image classi�cation) [26], which has 50,000 training and

10,000 test elements with 10 classes and 288-D features. Since none

of these datasets can be handled by the baseline approach, they are

used primarily to evaluate the e�ciency of our method.

7.1 Evaluation Criteria

Our experiments aimed to answer the following three research

questions:

RQ1 Is our method accurate enough for deciding (certifying or

falsifying) =-poisoning robustness for most of the test cases?

RQ2 Is our method e�cient enough for handling all of the datasets

used in the experiments?

RQ3 How often can prediction be successfully certi�ed or falsi-

�ed by our method, and how is the result a�ected by the

poisoning threshold =?

We used the state-of-the-art implementation of KNN in our ex-

periments, with 10-fold cross validation and candidate  values in

the range 1 ∼ 1
10
|) |. The set ) is obtained by inserting up-to-= ma-

licious samples to the datasets. We �rst generate a random number

=′ ≤ =, and then insert exactly =′ mutations of randomly picked

input features and output labels of the original samples.

We ran all four methods on all datasets. For the slow baseline,

we set the time limit to 7200 seconds per test input. For the other

methods, we set the time limit to 1800 seconds per test input. Our

experiments were conducted (single threaded) on a CloudLab [15]

Table 3: Comparing the accuracy and e�ciency of ourmethod

with existing methods on all datasets, with large poisoning

thresholds; the percentages of certi�ed and falsi�ed cases

are reported in Section 7.4 and shown in Figure 5.

Benchmark Jia et al. [24] Li et al. [31] Our Method

dataset poisoning unknown time unknown time unknown time

threshold % (s) % (s) % (s)

Iris = =3 (2%) 100% 1 26.7% 1 6.7% 120

Digits = =16 (1%) 100% 1 19.4% 1 1.0% 19

HAR = =97 (1%) 100% 1 28.3% 1 0.8% 21

Letter = =190 (1%) 100% 1 94.5% 1 0.0% 4

MNIST = =180 (0.3%) 38.1% 1 25.0% 1 2.0% 47

CIFAR10 = =150 (0.3%) 90.0% 1 64.0% 1 0.0% 558

c6252-25g node with 16-core AMD 7302P at 3 GHz CPU and 128GB

EEC Memory (8 x16 GB 3200MT/s RDIMMs).

7.2 Results on the Smaller Datasets

To answer RQ1, we compared the result of our method with the

ground truth obtained by the baseline enumerative method on the

two smallest datasets.

Table 2 shows the experimental results. Columns 1-2 show the

name of the dataset, the poisoning threshold =, and the number

of test data. Columns 3-6 show the result of the baseline method,

including the number of test data that are certi�ed, falsi�ed, and

unknown, respectively, and the average time per test input. The

remaining columns compare the results of the two existing methods

and our method. Since the goal is to compare our method with the

ground truth (obtained by the baseline method), we must choose

small = values to ensure that the baseline method does not time

out.

On Iris (= = 2), the baseline method was able to certify 14/15 of

the test data and falsify 1/15. However, it was slow: the average

time was 3,086 seconds per test input. In contrast, the method by

Jia et al. [24] was much faster, albeit with low accuracy. It took

1 second per test input, but failed to certify any of the test data.

The method by Li et al. [31] certi�ed 11/15 of the test data but left

4/15 as unknown. Our method certi�ed 14/15 of the test data and

falsi�ed the remaining 1/15, and thus is as accurate as the ground

truth; the average time is 5 seconds per test input.

While the slow baseline method was able to handle Iris, it did

not scale well. With a slightly larger dataset or larger poisoning

threshold, it would run out of time. On Digits (==1), the baseline

method falsi�ed only 1/180 of the test data and returned the re-

maining 179/180 as unknown. In contrast, our method successfully

certi�ed or falsi�ed all of the 180 test data.
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7.3 Results on All Datasets

To answer RQ2, we compared our method with the two state-of-

the-art methods [24, 31] on all datasets, using signi�cantly larger

poisoning thresholds. Since these benchmarks are well beyond the

reach of the baseline method, we no longer have the ground truth.

However, whenever our method returns Certi�ed or Falsi�ed, the

results are guaranteed to be conclusive. Thus, the Unknown cases

are the only unresolved cases. If the percentage of Unknown cases

is small, it means our method is accurate.

Table 3 shows the results, where Column 1 shows the name of

the dataset, and Column 2 shows the poisoning threshold. For the

smallest dataset, we set = to be 2% of the size of ) . For medium

datasets, we set it to be 1%. For large datasets, we set it to be 0.3%.

Columns 3-6 show the percentage of test data left as unknown

by the two existing methods and the average time taken. Recall

that these methods can only certify, but not falsify, =-poisoning

robustness.

Columns 7-8 show the percentage of test data left as unknown

by our method. While our method has a higher computational cost,

it is also drastically more accurate than the two existing methods.

On HAR, for example, the existing methods left 100% and 28.3%

of the test data as unknown when = = 97. Our method, on the other

hand, left only 0.8% of the test data as unknown.

On CIFAR10, which has 50,000 data elements with 288-D feature

vectors, our method was able to resolve 100% of the test cases when

the poisoning threshold was as large as = = 150. In contrast, the two

existing methods resolved only 10.0% and 36.0%. In other words,

they left 90.0% and 64.0% as unknown.

7.4 E�ectiveness of Our Method and Impact of
the Poisoning Threshold

To answer RQ3, we studied the percentages of certi�ed, falsi�ed,

and unknown cases reported by our method, as well as how they

are a�ected by the poisoning threshold =.

In addition to the percentage of unknown cases shown in Table 3,

we show the percentages of certi�ed and falsi�ed cases reported by

our method below. There is no need to report these percentages for

the two existing methods, because they always have 0% of falsi�ed

cases.

dataset poisoning threshold certi�ed by our method falsi�ed by our method

Iris = =3 (2%) 86.6% 6.7%

Digits = =16 (1%) 80.0% 19.0%

HAR = =97 (1%) 71.8% 26.8%

Letter = =190 (1%) 5.6% 94.4%

MNIST = =180 (0.3%) 75.0% 23.0%

CIFAR10 = =150 (0.3%) 36.0% 64.0%

Figure 5 shows how these percentages are a�ected by the poi-

soning threshold. Here, the G-axis shows =/|) | in percentage, and

the ~-axis shows the percentages of falsi�ed in ‘−’, unknown in ‘.’

and certi�ed in either ‘|’ (quick certify) or ‘/’ (slow certify).

Recall that in Algorithm 2, a test case may be certi�ed in either

Line 2 or Line 16. When it is certi�ed in Line 2, it belongs to the ‘|’

region (quick certify) in Figure 5. When it is certi�ed in Line 16, it

belongs to the ‘/’ region (slow certify).

For example, in Figure 6(e): When ==1, the falsify percentage is

0%, the unknown percentage is 10% and the quick-certify percentage

(a) Iris (b) Digits

(c) HAR (d) Letter

(e) MNIST (f) CIFAR10

Figure 5: Results on how the poisoning threshold (in the

G-axis) a�ects the percentages of certi�ed, falsi�ed, and un-

known test cases (in the~-axis) in our method. Here, falsi�ed

is in ‘−’, unknown is in ‘.’, and certi�ed is in either ‘|’ (quick

certify) or ‘/’ (slow certify).

is 90%. When ==180, the falsify percentage is 23%, the unknown

percentage is 2%, and the quick-certify percentage is 75%.

Figure 5 demonstrates the e�ectiveness of our method. Since

the ‘.’ regions that represent unknown cases remain small, the vast

majority of cases are successfully certi�ed or falsi�ed.

The results also re�ect the nature of =-poisoning robustness: as

= increases, the percentage of truly robust cases decreases. This

is inevitable since having more poisoned elements in ) leads to a

higher likelihood of changing the classi�cation label. This is consis-

tent with the results of prior studies [7, 10, 44], which found that

the prediction errors became signi�cant even if a small percentage

(< 0.2%) of training data in ) was poisoned.

8 RELATED WORK

As explained earlier, while there has been prior work on certifying

data-poisoning robustness for KNN, none of the existing methods

can falsify the robustness property. Thus, our method is the only

one that can generate both certi�cation and falsi�cation results

with certainty, and can handle both the learning and the predic-

tion phases of a state-of-the-art KNN system. In contrast, existing

techniques such as Wang et al. [51], Jia et al. [23, 24], and Weber
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et al. [52] can only certify, but not falsify the robustness property.

Thus, in the presence of violations, these methods would remain

inconclusive. Our method, on the other hand, can successfully re-

solve the robustness problem for most of the test inputs, as shown

by our experimental evaluation.

KNN is not the only machine learning algorithm that is vulnera-

ble to data poisoning. Other machine learning algorithms that are

also found to be vulnerable to data poisoning include regression

models [36], support vector machines (SVM) [7, 56, 57], clustering

algorithms [8], and neural networks [13, 44, 47, 59]. So far, there has

been no generic techniques for deciding the robustness property

for all machine learning algorithms. Techniques have also been pro-

posed to defend against data-poisoning attacks [4, 6, 16, 22, 45, 50],

as well as to evaluate the e�ectiveness of defense techniques [25, 34]

such as data sanitization [25] and di�erentially-private countermea-

sures [34]. Along this line, there is a growing interest in studying

certi�ed defenses [23, 30, 43] where robustness can be guaranteed

either probabilistically or in a deterministic manner.

At a higher level, our method for using over-approximate analy-

sis to narrow down the search space is analogous to static analysis

techniques based on abstract interpretation [11], which have been

used to verify properties of both software programs [28, 48, 53]

and machine learning models [40–42], including robustness to data

bias [37] and individual fairness [32]. Furthermore, our method for

detecting robustness violations is analogous to techniques used in

bug-�nding tools based on program veri�cation and state space

reduction [5, 27]. However, none of these techniques was designed

to certify or falsify data-poisoning robustness of machine learning

based systems.

Our method for using systematic testing to �nd robustness vio-

lations is related to the idea of fuzz testing [39, 49] in the sense that

mutations are used to generate violation-inducing inputs. There

is a large number of fuzz testing tools including AFL [58], hongg-

fuzz [20], libFuzzer [33], SYMFUZZ [9], and Driller [46]. However,

these tools focus primarily on search space pruning and search

prioritization, e.g., by leveraging the syntax and semantics of the

software code, but for KNN, the situation is signi�cantly more com-

plex. This is because mutations of the training data can lead to

drastic changes of the behavior of the underlying algorithm, dur-

ing both the KNN inference phase and the KNN learning phase.

Thus, while existing techniques from the fuzz testing literature are

inspiring, they are not directly applicable to this problem.

9 CONCLUSION

We have presented a method for deciding =-poisoning robustness

accurately and e�ciently for the state-of-the-art implementation

of the KNN algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

only method available for certifying as well as falsifying the com-

plete KNN system, including both the learning and the prediction

phases. Our method relies on novel techniques that �rst narrow

down the search space using over-approximate analysis in the ab-

stract domain, and then �nd violations using systematic testing in

the concrete domain. We have evaluated the proposed techniques

on six popular supervised-learning datasets, and demonstrated the

advantages of our method over two state-of-the-art techniques.

Besides KNN, our method for over-approximating the impact of

poisoning on the nearest neighbors is applicable to other distance-

basedmachine learning classi�ers and algorithms based onmajority

voting. Furthermore, since cross validation is a widely used param-

eter tuning technique in machine learning systems, our method

for over-approximating cross validation is also applicable to other

systems that rely on cross validation as a subroutine.
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